JOIN US.
BUILD.

Life presents both triumphs and adversity. Some face challenges they alone cannot overcome. For these individuals, we offer the opportunity for a true “Fresh Start.” We provide meaningful work to enable people in desperate need to lift themselves up, choose life, and become productive and contributing members of society.

In the process of “rebuilding” themselves, they are, in turn, building furniture.

Our product line includes contoured chairs, benches, arbors, customized home furniture and accent pieces all made at Fresh Start.

We partner with social service agencies, medical facilities, financial organizations, and faith-based resources, offering encouragement and support to people who are pursuing a journey to renew their lives. We address the wants and needs of the whole person. In addition, by avoiding landfills, we utilize pallet wood and other wasted material to reclaim both lives and natural resources.

To learn more about Fresh Start and our initiatives and to help us in our mission, please visit:

www.freshstartpalletproducts.org
www.facebook.com
FreshStartPalletProducts
www.youtube.com
Fresh Start Pallet Products